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This report is prepared by the Coordinated Activity T’DA of the TESS Asteroseismic
Science Consortium (TASC), which is responsible for light curve preparation for astero-
seismology.

Data for 2-min and 30-min (FFI) cadence “fast-track” targets requested by TASOC
working-groups from TESS Sectors 1 and 2 are released with this note, thus providing
the third release of data from Sector 1 and the second for Sector 2 – information on the
first two releases can be found in Lund & Handberg (2018) and Handberg & Lund (2018).
The data summarised in this report can be queried via the TESS Asteroseismic Science
Operation Center (TASOC)1 data base. We are in the process of also making the data
available as a High Level Science Product (HLSP) on The Mikulski Archive for Space
Telescopes (MAST)2.

For this release of light curves of TASC “fast-track” targets a special version of the
TASOC pipeline is adopted, where apertures are produced from calibrated target pixel
files using the TASOC Photometry pipeline, doing aperture photometry using a proce-
dure similar to that adopted in K2P2 (Lund et al. 2015). Light curves are subsequently
corrected for systematic effect using the KASOC Filter (Handberg & Lund 2014).

We note that corrected data for classical pulsators should be used with
caution, because the KASOC filter is not optimal for these stars. Working

1https://tasoc.dk
2https://archive.stsci.edu/tess/
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groups having suggested such targets may therefore want to apply their analy-
sis to the raw data from the TASOC pipeline (also available from the FLUX RAW

column of the LIGHTCURVE extension in the FITS files ).
The TASOC pipeline used to generate the data is open source and available on

GitHub3.

3https://github.com/tasoc
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These notes are the collective effort of the 100+ members of the TESS Data for Astero-
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Pointing

See Lund & Handberg (2018) for information on pointing in Sector 1.

Figure 1: Pointing and FOV for Sector 2 observations in celestial coordinates (left) and
ecliptic coordinates (right). See Table 2 for detailed pointing information. Camera 1 (red)
is annotated for reference. Thin black line is ecliptic, thick black line is the galactic plane.
Illustrations adopted from tess.mit.edu.

Table 1: Information on timing of observations in Sector 2.

Sector Orbits Cadence First Last First Last Nstart Nend Ntot
Cadence Cadence Candece Cadence

(sec) (TBJD) (TBJD) (UTC) (UTC)

2 11–12 1800 – – – – – – –
2 11–12 120 1354.11 1381.52 23-08-2018

14:32:48
20-09-2018
00:27:10

91186 110922 19736

Note. – TBJD = “TESS Barycentric Julian Date” (BJD - 2457000); “Nstart” is the cadence
number of the first observation; “Nend” is he cadence number of the last observation; “Ntot”
is the total number of cadences.

Targets

For this release 178 “fast-track” targets have been processed (78 appearing in Sector 1 and
100 in Sector 2). Many targets are observed during both sectors. We note that the target
TIC 262841041 has been held back from the current release for a better aperture definition.
We further note that one of the targets suggested by WG1 (solar-like oscillators), the star
β Hyi (TIC 267211065), have been processed with the “halo photometry” option in the
TASOC pipeline (which uses an implementation of the method described in White et al.
(2017)), because flux from this target spilled across the boundary of the pixel stamp. The
magnitude distribution for extracted targets is shown in Figure 2.
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Table 2: Information on the Sector 2 FOV.

Sector RA DEC Roll Ecliptic Longitude Ecliptic Latitude
(deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)

Bore sight 2 16.5571 -54.0160 -139.5665 343 -54
Camera 1 2 352.0795 -23.0645 – 343 -18
Camera 2 2 5.6956 -44.3080 – 343 -42
Camera 3 2 33.3558 -62.1878 – 343 -66
Camera 4 2 90.0022 -66.5654 – 343 -90

Note – “Bore sight” is the spacecraft centre pointing vector, at the middle of the
camera array, midway between cameras 2 and 3. All coordinates are in degrees
(J2000).
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Figure 2: Magnitude distribution for stars covered by this release.

Data format
Data file format version: 1.3

The primary data format for extracted and corrected light curves is FITS (Flexible
Image Transport System), and is provided in a compressed gzip format. A FITS light
curve file produced by T’DA and stored on TASOC will be named following the structure:

tess{TIC ID}-s{sector}-c{cadence}-dr{data release}-v{version}-tasoc lc.fits.gz

The “TIC ID” (TESS Input Catalog identifier) of the star is zero (pre-)padded to 11
digits, the “sector” is be zero (pre-)padded to 2 digits, the “cadence” is in seconds and
zero (pre-)padded to 4 digits, the “data release” is zero (pre-)padded to 2 digits and refers
to the official release of the data from the mission, the “version” is zero (pre-)padded to 2
digits and refers to the TASOC data release (counting from 1). As an example, the star
with TIC ID 62483237, observed in sector 1 in SC (120 sec) and part of the first data
release and first TASOC processing will have the name:
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tess00062483237-s01-c0120-dr00-v01-tasoc lc.fits.gz

Each light curve FITS file has four extensions: a “Primary” header with general
information on the star and the observations; a “LIGHTCURVE” table with time, raw flux,
corrected flux, etc.; a “SUMIMAGE” with an image given by the time-averaged pixel data;
and an “APERTURE” image. The information provided in the FITS file is intended to
mimic that provided in the official TESS products – please consult the “TESS Science
Data Products Description”4 for more information.

Note, targets processed with the Halo photometry option (see the PHOTMET key in
primary FITS header for the adopted photometry method) have the additional extension
“WEIGHTMAP” in their FITS file, which gives the weight assigned to each pixel in the Halo
photometry method.

With the file version 1.3 two additional columns have been added to the “LIGHTCURVE”
table containing quality flags. One of these, “PIXEL QUALITY”, contains the quality flag
provided by the TESS team. For an explanation to the bit values used here see the
TESS Archive Manual. The column “QUALITY” gives the quality flags set by the TASOC
pipeline, which have the following meanings:

Table 3: TASOC “QUALITY” flags.

Bit digit (n) Value (2(n−1)) Description

0 0 All is OK
1 1 Data point flagged as bad based on quality flag by TESS team

(their bits 1, 2, 4, 8, 32, 64, and/or 128)
2 2 Manually excluded by TASOC team
3 4 Data point has been sigma-clipped
4 8 A additive constant jump correction has been applied
5 16 A additive linear jump correction has been applied
6 32 A multiplicative constant jump correction has been applied
7 64 A multiplicative linear jump correction has been applied
8 128 Data point has been interpolated

Photometry
Photometry pipeline version: 2.1.0

In Figure 3 we show the combined time series of relative column and row pixel position
for all Sector 2 stars, shown as a function of cadence number. As seen there are clear
periodic variations, with momentum dumps (vertical lines) every 2.5 day — here the
star can move in excess of 1 pixel on the detector. It is also evident that in-between the
momentum dumps there is a gradual build-up of jitter as the reaction wheels spin up. The

4https://archive.stsci.edu/missions/tess/doc/EXP-TESS-ARC-ICD-TM-0014.pdf
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right panel of Figure 3 shows a zoom around a specific momentum dump, which shows
that following such a dump the spacecraft typically stabilise after ∼5 cadences (∼10 min).
Figure 4 shows the relative pixel positions for the star TIC 279741379 for both Sectors
1 and 2 (not included in this release, see Handberg & Lund (2018)). In addition to the
above mentioned features the re-pointings following the data down-links at the beginning
and middle of the Sector are also clear in the Sector 2 positions. For the Sector 1 pointings
a 2.5 days period of high jitter is seen towards the end of the Sector – this jitter is also
evident in light curves from Sector 1. Based on the behaviour of the pointing and the
jitter periodicity one should be very careful with the interpretation of signals
in the light curve with periods of or longer than 2.5 days, corresponding to
a frequency of 4.6296µHz and below. This is of course mainly an issue for
low-amplitude oscillators, such as solar-like oscillators.
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Figure 3: Left: Relative pixel row and column position as a function of cadence number
for all Sector 2 stars of Handberg & Lund (2018). Right: Zoom of pixel position around
momentum dump near cadence number 15855.

The photometric quality of the reduced and corrected light curves is summarised in
Figure 6, which shows the root-mean-square (RMS) noise in parts-per-million (ppm) as a
function of TESS magnitude - the RMS is given on a 1 hour time scale and as the point-
to-point Median-Differential-Variability (MDV) (corresponding to RMS on time scale of
observing cadence). The left panel of Figure 7 shows the sizes of the defined apertures
as a function of TESS magnitude. Generally the TASOC apertures are larger than those
from the Science Processing and Operations Center (SPOC) pipeline. The right panel
of Figure 7 shows the contamination metric (found in the FITS header of corrected light
curves as AP CONT) for each star as a function of TESS magnitude. Make sure to keep
this value in mind when interpreting signals extracted for a given star – the metric gives
the fraction of flux in the light curve contributed from stars other than the main one,
calculated from the magnitudes of identified stars found within the defined aperture of
the main star. Note therefore that flux in the aperture from a neighbouring star that does
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Figure 4: Relative pixel position as a function of cadence number for TIC 279741379
(not included in this release, see Handberg & Lund (2018)). The Left panel shows the
variation in pixel position during Sector 1, while the Sector 2 variations for the same star
are shown in the right panel.

not lie within the aperture is not taken into account. The World Coordinate Solution
(WCS) provided with the aperture in the FITS file can be used to identify which other
stars fall within the aperture of the main star. Figure 8 shows the relation between the
extracted mean flux for a star and it’s TESS magnitude. This relation can be described
well by the relation:

〈Flux〉 ≈ 10−0.4(Tmag−20.62) . (1)

This relation is used for stars with photometry extracted using the Halo method, in order
to obtain the correct relative amplitudes.
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Figure 5: Point-to-point Median-Differential-Variability (MDV) for stars covered by this
release (left: 1800 sec cadence; right: 120 sec cadence). The lines give the predicted noise
estimates following Sullivan et al. (2015) (red full: shot noise; yellow full: read noise;
green dashed: zodiacal noise; black full: total noise).
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Figure 6: RMS noise on 1 hour time scale for stars covered by this release. The lines give
the predicted noise estimates following Sullivan et al. (2015) (red full: shot noise; yellow
full: read noise; green dashed: zodiacal noise; black full: total noise).
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Figure 7: Left: Pixel in apertures as a function of TESS magnitude. The full line attempts
to approximate the relation shown in Sullivan et al. (2015). Right: Contamination metric
as a function of TESS magnitude.
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Figure 8: Relation between extracted flux from aperture and the TESS magnitude.
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Corrections
Correction pipeline version: 0.3

For this release all light curves have been corrected for systematic effects using the
KASOC Filter (Handberg & Lund 2014).
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